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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is expected from quantum chromodynamics (QCD) that glueballs,1-1* 

bound states which contain gluons but no valence quarks, should exist. 

To date, no conclusive evidence for glueballs has been presented. After 

a brief review of the expected properties and experimental signatures of 

glueballs, I will discuss Che status of some glueball candidate States, 

Bound states of both two gluons and three gluona are expected to 

exist. The gluon self-coupling implies that these Btates will not be 

pure two-gluon (gg) or three-gluon (ggg) states. However, the admixture 

of ggg component In the lowest-lying gg states (which are probably the 

States of Immediate experimental interest) Is expected to be email and 

will be ignored in the subsequent discussion. 

gg states are required to have even charge conjugation parity 

(C-parity) while ggg states are allowed to have either even or od(? C-parity 

depending on whether the SU(3) coupling is antisynmetric or symmetric. 
p Except for the lowest lying states, the spin-parity (J ) classification of 

glueb^ls is a imiction of the model used to construct the states. 

Table I gives the Spin-parities of the lowest lying states.' (The J = 

1~ state is not allowed for massle&s gluons by Yang's theorem.5) For the 

quantum numbers of higher excited states and ggg states, one should refer 

to the literature.' 

Host theoretical predictions place the masses of the lowest lying 

glueballs between approximately 1 and 2 GeV. 1 - 3 As an example, the masses 

predicted by the naive beg model without intergluon interactions2 are 

given in Table I. In general, it is expected that hyperfine splittings 

due to intergluon interactions will push the masses of the Bpin 2 states 

up relative to the masses of the spin 0 states. 
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B W M 4 on 0Z1 suppression arguments, it is expected chat Klm*all 
widths « M relatively narrow eoapewd to qnark scat* («£> widen*; ; IM***?' 
can bl * M * by comparison of the quark-line diagram* for glyeball decay 
and OZI suppressed quark state decay <«.£•, 4 •* 0*). Since the glueball 
decay diagram ia half tha quack state daeay diagram* the glucball width 
la expected to be suppressed by eho square toot of a typical ozi suppras-
alon factor. 7hue» glueball widths ara expected to be about an order of 
Magnitude smeller than non-suppressed quark state widths. 

It ia clear that unambiguous identification of a glueball will not 
be easy. Observation of a atata in a "glueball-favored" channel, i.e., 
a channel in Which an intermediate state of two or more gluona is produced, 
ia the firat indication that a state io a glueball• The classic glueban-
fav, red channel is the procaaa v * v + X. The leading-order diagram for 
this proems 8 is shown In Fig. 1, The inclusive branching ratio for this 
process Is predicted to be approximately 81. Experimental confirmation 
oi title direct-photon component in * decays with approximately the correct 
branching ratio has bean made by the Kark II, 7 Thus, If gg atates exist 
In the kinenstically allowed naas rango for this process, thoy are expected 
to be produced here. The particular state* which are likely to be produced 
are those with J P • 2 +

f 0", and 0* as predicted by a spin-parity anaiyaia 
of Che YSft final state.* 

A second process which is a likely channel for production of gluebiiln 
it ff'p •*• M n . * Thin OKI suppressed process ia> shown in Fig. 2 coqucd 
with the M l allowed process r'y * R'V'X'V'a. Tbw, one does not expect 
strong H » production relative to the background unless there 
a m on* or note glosballs which couple u H i n f t Intermediate state. 
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As there are glueball-fawored channels, there aca also gtuaball-
diafavored channels. Since the coupling of gluone to photons la expected 

to be snail, states which are observed la YY Interactions ara mot likely 
to bo glucballs. In addition, moat states produced la standard hadroalc 
processes (e.g., wp or Kp> are expected to ba ordinary quark atataa. 

After observation of * new state, an Important clue to lt« Identifi
cation as a Bluebell Is the difficulty in accomodating the atata aa a 
member of a standard qq SU(3) nonet. For exanple, one might find that 
theie are three iooscalar etatee with the same quantum numbers, and hence 
one of them would be a candidate for a gluoball itatet 

Decay modes of a state also give important eluai ai to lea identifi
cation, ciueballa are unitary singlets and hence they couple to all quark 
flavors equally. On the other hand, quark atataa couple in a non-OZX 
violating manner. Thus, glueballa and quark atatet with the sane quantum 
numbers have different sc & of allowed and forbidden decay modaa and dif
ferent relations can be derived among the allowed decay modes.14 Unfortu
nately, tha situation might be confused by mixing between gluaballa and 
nearby quark states which have the same quantum numbers* However, no 
matter how scrong the mixing between glueball and quark states,, a gluebell 
w i n manifest itself as sn extra state which cannot be accosted for In 
the quark model. 

It. 1(1440) 

The i(14fro} was f i r s t observed in * radiative trrasitioiw by the 

Mark I I . 1 0 I t waa seen In the decay 

* * nytV <i> 
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cad was originally Identified as the £(1420) as this meson has a mass. 
width, and decay aode slallar to the i. The t was subsequently observed 
ay the Crystal Ball 1 1 In Che decay 

* •* Y K V » ° . (2) 

tea aaaa, width, and branching ratio oeaeureoente from the two experiments 
are consistent and are listed In Table II, Figures 3 and 6 show th* KKn 
Invariant aaaa distributions for events consistent with (1) and (2) from 
the Mark XI and Crystal Ball experiments. The "4 cut" requirement (i.e., 
the reijulraaeDt that the XS mass be low) enhances the peaks as shown hy 
the ahaded regions. 

The spin-parity of the i waa determined to be 0~ from a partial-wave 
analysis of the K+K"i° aystea In (!) by the Crystal Ball.' l Five partial 
waraa war* Included In the analysis: 

dfl flat 
K*R + e.e. (/ • 0") 
K*JE • c.e. (Jp • i +) 
a* (J* • o") 
if (J* - 1 * ) 

Only three partial wavea contributed significantly to the likelihood in 
the aaalyala, Their contributions are shown in Pig, 5 as functions of 
liVt° invariant mass. The K*K + e.e, <j p • i +} partial wave [sec 
Tig- 3(b)] 1» fairly independent of mass and shows no evidence for reao-
nence structure- tThie la the partial wave in which one would expect 
to tee the B<1420).] 0a the other hand, the 6n (J* - 0~) partial wave 
Caee Fift> 3(e)] ahowa a significant peak at the mass of the i- There is 
no evidence for ** production off resonance. 
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From the time of the original observation of the 1 by the Matk II, 
there has been nuch controversy over the Interpretation of this state.'* 1 1" 1 8 

Huch of the c>wfuBion resulted from the aaawnptien that the t and the 6(1420) 
were the name state. Since the spin-parity of the S had beam measured 1 6 

to be 1 , it was difficult to underacrad uhy this state would be produced 
so strongly in + radiative decays since the two-gluon system la act allowed 
to couple to / • 1 states, the measurement of the spin-parity of the i 
has established that this state is different from the E, but ltd interpre
tation is still subject to controversy. 

One possibility 1B that the i is a glueball. It la produced with a 
large branching ratio In a glueball-favorad chaanal. The blanching ratio 
for i> * y \ is larger than any other known radiative branching ratio from 
the i> to a non-charnonium state. Equally interesting Is the fact that 
there is no evidence for i production in up Interactions, a glueball-
dlafavored channel. (.Possible t production In pp annihilations at test 
haa been observed, but the evidence is not overwhelming. l 3' 1 < f' 1 7) An 
additional factor supporting this hypothesis la that there exists St least 
three isoscalar, J - 0~ mesons, the n, n', and t. All three of these 
states cannot be pure qq ground state mesons. Finally, the 6w decay sods 

• 0 unitary singlet state whereas the K*X + e.e. decoy 
mode la not." The i is observed to decay Into Sv with no evidence Ear a 
K*K + c.c. decay mode. 1 9* 1 1 Note that the 6(1420) decays primarily into 
K*K + c.C. 1 6 

Although there appears to be no problem with the identification of 
the \ as a gluebsll, there is also the possibility that the t l i t radially-
excited quark state. However, there are difficulties with this interpreta
tion. Transitions to radially-excited states are expected to have smeller 
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branching ratio* than transition* to ground states with the suae quantum 
tusabtre*. Thus* It la expected chat B(* •* T») would be mullet than 
B(a) -4 •!)')« which is in disagreement with the experimentally determined 
branching ratios. However, it sight be possible to understand the experi-
aental nuaVbera If Che geound and excited states are nixed significantly.18 

There is thf additional "roblen of understanding tha ((1275)n which 
has bean observed in 

f~p + n» *"n (3) 
at 0,45 CaV/o.1* The ( has o BUSS of 1275 t 15 HeV, a width of 70 ± 15 
HaV, and is observed to decoy into nmr. The spin-parity has been deter-
sined to be 0" from a partial-wave analysis. Cohen and Upkin,''0 based on 
a nodal in which the n' Is a nlxti're of ground state and radially-excited 
atat« wt«< fuACtiooa, predict « Faeu<!----lar neaon with mass near 1280 HcV. 
Thus, it Is logical to associate the ; with this radially-excited state. 
It can be shown that the \ is not the partner of the e.13,1'' 

First, tha C la not observed In *-MKR» (see Figs. 3 and 4) or in 
V •* Ynts,10>ls ; production la clearly smaller than i production in M&, 
and ssaller than n' production in n«. Thus, a<il< -» TC) « BC^ •* y\). 

Since ths two-gluon system couples only to SU<3) ninglot atatea, the \ must 
bs neatly Singlet and the ( mostly octe. tf L. ->v are menbera of the aazne 
nonet. One then expects1 ** 

Ots'p * in) „ , ^ W) 
0(l"p + Co) 

In (3), there la possible evidence for an additional J - <T state near 
1400 »**».*• However* the enhancement to not really e^elstert with the t 
as Che uss appears to be too lew and the state appears in the en {rather 
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than the En) partial wave. Even if it were the \ t the erase a«ctlon Is 
approximately Clve tinea smaller than the prediction of Eq.. (4). The 
process 

" _P + K g K ^ o (3) 

at 3.95 GeV/c has been studied also. 1 6 The spla-plxiEy of Cat E(U20) was 
determined front a partial-wave analysis of thli date. In the T • 0* 
partial wave, there is at beat a one standard deviation enhancement it 
the mass of the i. Even if one were to aasune that thit wis evidente for 
i production, the cross section would again fee In anrious dlsagreeaent 
with Eq. (4). [Since the ( Is not observed In (S)» the calibration between 
(3) and (5> 1B made by comparing all cross sections with D(12BS) production 
which is observed In both channels.] Despite this arguenent, than ii 
still the possibility that the 4 Is not a radially-excited state and the 
i Is, but then one would have the equally difficult problem OC Interpreting 
the C-

III. 6(1640) 

The 6(1640) was recently observed by the Crystal Ball In the decay 
process 1 1 , z l 

+ •* Ynn . (6) 
Figure 6 shows the nn invariant mass distribution for events consistent 
with (6). The solid curve represents a fit to the Has* distribution (or 
a single Brclt-Uigner resonance plus a flat background. The parameters 
of the 6 are listed In Tabic III. 

Because of the United statistics, It la not possible- to establish 
that the nn peak constats of only one resonanco. that i* (ISIS) h u meet 
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H « 1516 ± 12 MeV, width r - 67 S 10 HeV, and J P C - 2 + f . No nn decay mode 

has been observed, but the upper limit on the branching ratio i s 50Z. Z I 

The results of a two-resonance f i t which includes an f' contribution arc 

also llated in Table III. The dashed curve in fig- 6 shows the f i t to the 

« • • • distribution. 

The spin-parity of the 9 i s favored to be 2 as determined from a 

maximum likelihood f l t u ' 2 1 to the angular dis tr ibut ion" W(B , 9 , • ) 
T i n 

for the process 

* * TB, 8 + tin • (7) 

(The relative probability of the spin 5 hypothesis Is 5%.) e Is Che polar 

angi' oi the T with reipect to the bean direction; 6 and t arc the polar 

and aiiauthai angles of one of the n's with respect to the Y in the rest 

frame of the 6. Figure 7 shows the IcosB | and Jcos8 ! projections for 

(7) compared *:o the beat fit curves for spin 0 and spin 2. 

As the 9 has the quantum numbers expected for the gg ground stats, 

it is a likely candidate for a glueball. Like the i, the a Is observed 

only in a mluaball-favored channel. Although the measured branching 

ratio for (7) is somewhat small (nearly a factor of ten smaller tht>n the 

corresponding \ broaching ratio), it is expected that B(e * nn) is fairly 

••mil sad hence B(f * v8) is relatively large. 

Th;>re are some possible problems with the identification of the 6 as 

a glueball. If it 'B assumed that both the i and the 6 arc gluebalU, 

one has the peculiar situation of a gg ground state with a higher mass 

than the first excited state. However, as mentioned previously, inter-

gluon Interactions are expected to jiush up the spin 2 massea relative to 

the spin 0 masses. VsriouB calculations have predicted hyperfine aplittingB 
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which are in agreement with the experimental measurements.3 Also, the 

vldth of the 6 is larger than one might naively expect. However, the 

number of allowed decay modes 1B large and the width is not BO unreason

able when compared with the width of the i. 

The most serious problem is the nonabservation of a nif decay node of 

the 6. Figure 8 shows the •» " Invariant mass distribution fox I(I + yir TT~ 

from the Mark I I 1 1 ' 1 5 and Fig. 9 Bhows the ir°it0 Invariant naas distribu

tion for * -*• Yit°»° from the Crystal Ball.ll»21* The 90X confidence level 
-4 upper limits for B(4> •+ Tf9) * B(8 + *«) are 6 * 10 from the Crystal 

Ball 1 1* 2 1 and 2 * lO- from the Hark II, (Isoapin correction factors 

have been applied in both calculations.) Based on the postulated unitary 

Einglet nature of the 6, one expects B(9 + TIT) - 3B(B + nil) (without phas* 

space corrections). From the measurement of B(V> + yQ) * B(6 •+• nn), one 

predicts Bfc|i •* Y&) * B{0 + TJIT) - (6.0 ± 2,1) * l(f3 (w.-ere p * phase 

space corrections have been applied). The Hark II limit la a factor of 3D 

times smaller than the expected branching ratio. Even if it la assumed 

that the 6 is spin 0, the Mark II limit is still an order of magnitude 

smaller char expected. 

Before ruling out completely the glueball Interpretation of the 8, 

Let me coranent on the naivety of the unitary symmetry calculation. The 

relation between the TIIT and nn branching ratios is based on the assumption 

that only the diagram shown in Fig. 10 contributes in the decay and that 

there is an equal probability of pulling any qq pair out of the vacuum. 

The most serious shortcoming of this calculation is that there is no 

allowance for reulcibody decoys. It is likely (because of phase apace) 

that the all-pion decay modes would favor 4n decays over HIT decayB. 
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ISee. for eataaplo, the relative branching ratios for o*(1600) and gQ700> 

decays.23] The rm decays are less likely to have additional plons. 

The possibility tl;it the 9 ie a radially-excited state seems roi.;.̂.. 

unlikely. The «&:*> Is too close to the f(1270) and f'U515) oasses, but 

see Sef. 18 for • po»»ibl« explanation* la addition, the branching ratio 

for * + ?9 ia probably lrrger than expected for a radial excitation, 

•••laming that B(6 •+ nn) is a reasonable (i.e., as*11) nuaber. If it were 

to a w out that *{3 •+ mO is large (530X) ao that B(i|> + ^6) is reasonable, 

it vould be difficult to understand why a noma! quark stttte would have 

such a large ni> blanching ratio. 

As exotic possibility 1* that th« 0 is a o.qqq state.25 In general, 

It la expected that ouch states "fall tpart" Into two qq state* (as in 

Fig. 11} and heue« have vidtls of the saa* order as their masses-26 Such 

statts would not be observable experimentally. An exception occurs in 

the case of a qqqq state that la below threshold for all fcinenstIcally 

allowed fall apart sodas, in which case the state will be relatively narrow. 

A state with which the 9 might be Identified la (l/t^Jtuy + d33b«.J* This 

state has no klnematically allowed fall apart modes. The prominent two-

body decay modes are nn and KR with B(o -» KR) =a 2B(f) + nn) • 9 -* ir* la not 

allowed- Thusk this Interpretation of this 6 not only explains the lack of 

a ** decay node, but it also places B<4- •* yO) In the expected range for a 

qqqij state. 

IV. * * V * X 

It is of Interest to compare the process « •• y + X with the process 

4 •* V + X, where ¥ is an iscincalar vector meson {i.e., « or t)< One 
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expectB gluebails to be produced only in the first proceea. The only 
final state X for which all three channels have been studied ia »». 

+ - + -
Figure 12(a) shows the rr ti Invariant turns distribution Cor * * «» * 
from the Mark I I 2 7 after background »uhtre=ti=a far sveata under the 
peak. The distribution is dominated by tha £(1270). An S*(S80) peck; 
Is observed In Fig. 12(b) which show a similar distribution for 
ifr » *w it" froa the Mark I I » 2 7 » 2 9 lo tha process t + T** (••* Figs* 8 «ttd 
9), one sees evidence for inly an f(1270) peak. Not only i» there nc 
evidence for new resonance structure which might indicat* * glueball, 
but there is also no evidence for the S*(980). Thus, the S*(980) la 
probably not • glueball. 

V, +• M.UEBALLS 

The proteases 
n"p + X V K V H (8) 
n"p + K+K~4n m 

*~p -* •*» (10) 
were studied by a BHL/CCHY collaboration at 22.6 GeV/c. 2 9 As discussed 
earlier( reactions (6) and (9) are 021 allowed while reaction (10) ia 
021 suppressed- Thus, one expects to »e* no anbsneaaent of (10) ovsr 
the background from (8) and (9). Experimentally, it ia found that (10) 
Is not suppressed, but instead ia enhanced by a factor of aprroxlaataly 
1500 over the surrounding background Irow (8). One possible explanation 
for this enhancement la tha existence of one or more glueballa which are 
produced In n'p interactions and which decay into •+, Figura 13 shows 
the 44 invariant naas distribution from tha BHL/CCKl experiment, 9' 2 5 (Ho 
background subtraction has been made for events tinder the 4 peaks.,} No 
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Significant resonance structure Is observed, bat the data siaiple ulll be 
increased by about a factor of 20 in the near future. 

Inclusive ** production tics been studied in two other experiments, 

w~B« -* f) + X (11) 
at 17S and 100 CeV/e,» and 

PP + •• + X (12) 
at 400 G«V/e. 3 1 la (11), 48 * 23 excess i« eventj are observed in the 
173 CaV/c dat* Staple and 21 i 8 excesa ** events in the 100 GeV/c data 
aaaplai Figure 14 shows the *• invariant mess distributions at the two 
ansT|its< The solid curves show the expected backgrounds from *K K~ and 
R K~K K~ evsnts< The dashed curves show the to al backgrounds including 
the satlaettd contributions from uneorrelated a production. There is a 
Zour standard deviation peak at about 21C0 Hev in the 100 C.JV/C data. 

Only vary preliminary data for (12) la now available but it is expected 
Ehftt w r e data Will be taken aeon. An excess of 9 s 6 *t events ia observed 
ill the Cutraot data saaple. Inteiesringly enough, most of the excesa events 
ara in a alexia bin near 2100 MeV. 

v i . ccmcLusioHs 

Although them are no known problems or inconsistencies with a glue-
ball Interpretation of the i(1440), the evidence in favor of this hy-
pothasin la far froa conclusive. 

The nonebaervatlon at \ * n»* Is somewhat of a worry ulnce i -» fin 
and the 6 la believed to decay Into bath KK ani n». 2 1 However, the only 
published Halt* ara fairly large. 1 6' 1 5 It la important that a good 
•USUtaaent b-i *ade by the Crystal Sail. It is also important that a 
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reliable determination of the relative KK and nv branching ratios of 
the S be made. 

An effort should be rande to find the partner of the c(1275) in hcdronie 
interactions. Observation of such a atate would rule out any possibility 
that the i la a radial excitation. The partner of the t la oxpacted to 
be somewhat higher in mass than the '. . z o Thus, a study of YSLt and nrnr 
production up to masses of 1.6 GeV ia necessary. 

The spin-parity determination of the E(1420) la baaed on a single 
experiment. Additional studies of WCn production neat 1.4 GeV lA hldtonle 
interactions night prove interesting. Soae preliminary results of XKt 
production in pp interactions at 5 GsV/c are expected within the next few 
months. 3 Z A proposed study of w~p, R~p» and pp production of XKn betuiin 
6 and S GeV/c is expected to have enough data for a partial-viva analysis 
of the KS» system in the region of the E . 3 3 Another channel which would 
be useful to study is KK* production in pp annihilations at rest. Thira 
•re indication* ttet the enhancement observed neat 1400 KeV ia this 
channel la ace the E<i420) .'*•llt In fact, a spin analysis fron ons 
experiment1' favors J • 0~ over 1 for this state. 

The present meager data on che e(1640) seems to disfavor a glueboll 
Interpretation for the S. It is crucial that a better theoretical under
standing of the relative branching ratios for two-body decay nodes bo 
obtained as the naive argucments based on unitary symmetry may ba totally 
wrong. In particular, it 1B necessary to understand whether the non
existence of a »* decay made of the 0 really rules out a elueball 
interpretation. 

Results from the Mark II on (• + yK K* are expected soon. If Che 9 
is a glucfaall, one expects B{e + 11 it") * ZB(e + nn>. The naive arguments 
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•My be aor« rcllalble In thte CJMW ae the H ewd n HWMS SEC relatively 

doe*. If ttu 6 l« a <N«.3 atate, roe expect* »(e * *V") = Me + no), 

and if the e i« Jeet aa ordinary s i state (which venl.1 also esplain the 

lack of a ae decay awde), then B<e * K V ) * 1,5 S(e •* wi)-

Saetilt* «fi • + YM *** eieo expected In the near future froa both 

the Mark II aod tha Cryatal till, Tha ep decay m( the e is expected to 

be email for a qqqq Ittte, but net nseciosrUy to for • gluebalL. 

Conduilona en paaalblo M glucballa will have tv wait until the 

nw data are available. 
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Table I 
gg Quantum Numbers and Massed 

State J r c Maaa B 

gEOUItd 

f irst excited 

0++, 2++ 

o- + , < r + ) , z - + 

960 HcV 

1293 M*V 

* Raf. 2. 
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Table II 

i(1440) Parometcre 

Parameter 
Experimental Measurement 

Parameter 
Mark II Cryatal Ball 

T (MeV) 

B<*> -*• y \ ) * fl(i •+ KK:r) a 

C 

1440 +J° 

(4.3 ± 1.7) x 10-3 " 

+ 

»s 
(4.0 ± 1.2) x 10-3 

+ 

I • 0 was assumed In the Isoapln correction. 

This product branching ratio has been corrected by mo to account for 
tlie efficiency correction lequired under the Bpin 0 hypothesis. 
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• 

Table I I I 

9(1640) Parameters 

Parameter One-resonance F i t Tt?o-resonance Fi t 

M (MeV) 1640 ± 50 1670 ± 50 

r (HeV) ™ T 160 ± SO 

B(4> •+ Yfl) x B(e •» nn) (4.9 ± 1.7) x 10"* (3.8 ± l . f ) x 10"* 

B(* + f f ) " UZ' + in) (0.9 ± 0.')) x 10~* 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Leading order diagram for » + Y + X. 

Fig. 2. Dlagraw for (a) v~p * « o and <h) • > •*• K V " K V » . 

Fig. 3. KgK*«* invariant net* for events consistent with * • TKgtT** from 
the Kerk II* ftyj < 1.050 GoV for events in the shaded region. 

Fig. 4. J t V f 0 Invariant w a s for events consistent vlth i * YK+K~ir° from 
;-« Crystal Ball. Mgg * 1.125 CcV for events in the shaded region. 

Fig. 5. Partial-vave contributions (corrected for efficiency) as functions 
of K V V ° nail for (a> KEn flat, (b) K*K + e.c. (/ - 1 +), and 
(c) « « U P - 0"). 

Fig. 6. nn invarlanl nasi distribution for events consistent wic)> f •* >nn 
from the Crystal Ball. Solid (dashed) curve represents fit to one 
(two) Brelt-Wigner resonancc(s) plus flat background. 

Tig. 7, (a) | COBB | and lb) I cost | projections rot * + t«, 6 + nn. 
Solid (daahod) curves represent bent fits for Spin 2 (spin 0). 
Insert shows 1 cose I distribution for 0.9 s |coau | s 1.0. 

Fig. 8. v v" invariant mass distribution for evaurs consistent with 
V + Y" «~ sftor subtraction for feeddown froa * * pn from the 
Mark It. Solid curve ahovs fit to f(12?0) plus background. 

Fig. 9. « S ° invariant naaa distribution for events consistent with 
* * W*0 froa the Crystal Ball. Solid curve shovs fit to f(1270) 
pl«a background* Dashed curve shows background contribution.. 
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Fig. 10, Diagraa for fig decay. 

rig. 11. Diagram for qqqq decay, 

+ - + -
Fi*. 12. * v invariant sass distribution? fox (a) • + aw > and 

(b) f + |i V from the. tfart II. Background subtractions for 
events under the u and 4 peakb have been made. 

Fig. 13. 44 Invariant TOSS distribution for »"p + 44n at 22.6 OsV/c. 

Fig. 14. 44 Invariant W S B distributions for o~Be + 44 + X at (a) 173 GsV/e 
and (b) 100 GeV/c. Curves are diecussad in text. 
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